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RTP - Make Your Bank Heard Before It's Inked

 technology payments digital banking

Summary: Developments are happening for faster payments systems. What you

should know and how your bank can make its voice heard.

About 40% of the US adult population ages 18 to 69Ys old say they have a tattoo. Given the art of tattooing

goes back some 6,000 years and there are more than 20,000 tattoo parlors in the US alone that seems to

make sense.

To avoid getting tattooed of another sort by your competition in the payments space, your community bank

should get directly involved. Today we talk more about that.

Through its faster payments project over the past 2Ys, the Fed collaborated with a diverse group of industry

influencers and stakeholders. The goal was to develop suitable approaches and solutions for a faster payments

network.

The Fed recently published a Request for Comment on its role in the faster payments network. That request is

designed to assess its continuing role in the faster payments project. Accordingly, community banks should

respond before the December 14th deadline.

It may be difficult to keep track of all the developments with the faster payments systems, so here is a short

primer for you.

As you know, the Fed currently helps in settlement with most payments, while other parties are processing the

payment streams that go through the ACH and debit rails. On the ACH side, the Clearing House (TCH), core

providers and National Association Clearing House Association (NACHA) are the biggest providers of faster

payments. For P2P and debits, such players as PayPal, Zelle and Apple Pay are significant.

So, with those payment channels covered, why should the Fed need to be involved and what does it mean for

community banks?

As we move to real-time payments (RTP) as a country, the main players will need to ensure liquidity is there,

the infrastructure is integrated yet streamlined, and cybersecurity is solid, among other things. Community

bankers also need an unfettered seat at the table.

Of course, while the Fed has not committed to any explicit actions yet, the ideas mentioned include a payment

service that is always available (24-7-365) real-time for a more streamlined process, along with a liquidity

management tool.

It is certainly critical for the US to get the payment system right. This is true not only for domestic users, but

for smooth international commerce as well.

Most countries are leveraging their federal agencies, especially their central bank, to lead and support the

underlying payments process. Yet, in the US, private and public entities are collaborating to find the best

system. This may take longer, but it could also have the best result.
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While RTP may seem like it is down the road and will be solved by someone else, know your customers are in

play, so it is critical to be informed. Think of your bank's current payment processes and how your bank is

growing as RTP becomes a reality.

Take the time to comment on the Fed's proposal before the Dec 14th deadline, to make your bank heard. Our

position is to support the Fed's ongoing key role, so all banks can effectively use the US faster payments

system. This is your chance to chime in before anything gets officially inked.

CECL SOLUTION - WITH YOU, EVERY STEP OF THE WAY

CECL is one of the biggest challenges for community bankers these days. Our experts are ready to guide you

every step of the way through this integration with no software to maintain. Learn more about our CECL

Solution.
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